PT-2-YU-9 HNT-5L942-1922340-SCCC--HJU-14401
ZBY CCCC C-YO HUY9AH
P 1122-JUL 69
TO ADMIN CORSAVGHU OCE
TO COMNAVBASE SUBIC
P 1052-JUL 69
TO COMNAVBASE OCE
TO MAIL NAME

--- A L ---

COMNAVBASE SUBIC NOT ADDED BELL TO RAAD KING
YOUR 1100912 FROM BOARD OF INVESTIGATION.

DETAILED REPORT OF SURVEY OF DAMAGE NOT YET AVAILABLE AND CANNOT
BE PROVIDED UNTIL AFTER SHIP DOCKS IN SYDNEY PRESENTLY PLANNED FOR
17 JUN.

1. LOCK CABLE FROM COCK SEATED AT BALLANS AUS 380,000
2. PROVISIONAL ESTIMATE ORDER OF COST FOR TEMPORARY REPAIR
   AT GURNARDX IS POUNDS 15000 EXCLUDING POSSIBLE N.O.D. CLAIM
3. SUMMARY OF MAJOR DAMAGE IN BOW AREA
   A. UNDERWATER
      (1) 5FT BY 5FT HOLE SUBU

FACE TWO HUNTYL942G

(1) 5IN DIAM HOLE PORT
(2) SPLIT IN BELT AT FOREFOOT
(3) STEM PLATE CRUSHED
(4) ABOVE WATER
   (1) GAFF PILT AND STUD FOX 3FT FROM STEM BELOW DIAMETERS PIPES
   (2) ROUND UP IN CRUSHED CRUSHED AND TORN TO AFT LINE OF
      PARKING COCKS FUEL WATF
   (3) PAINTING AND CASTINGS OF PAINLESS OPENINGS TORN AND UNHEARD
   (4) PLATING UNDER PLATE HULL PORT AND STUD AT POLES DECK LEVEL
   (5) CATAPULT REAR TANK TIRE PORT 6FT AND CRUSHED STUD
   (6) STUD ANCHOR DAMAGED
   (7) INTERNAL FRAMES DECKS AND HULLICADS IN WAY OF ABOVE DAMAGE TORN
       AND SHACKED
   (8) 2 IN NO VENTILATION FAN LOST
   (9) DAW AND OTHER CALES CUT AND DAMAGED
   (10) DAMAGE IN OTHER AREAS
   (11) NO 2 WALKWAY STUD CRUSHED 20FT
   (12) STUD FORD 4 KN SPINNOR CRACKED AND HOLED
   (13) W01F 40/60 HTS AND CABBING RACK DISTORTED
   (14) STUD FORD 1 LINE STOVE TORN

--- EXHIBIT 110 ---